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when no appropriate parametric model is available. In estimating the density function fX of an i.i.d.random sample X1; :::; Xn, the kernel density estimator (KDE) is easy to understand intuitively, itputs `bumps' of the same shape at every observation and averages thembfX(x) = n 1 nXi=1Kh(x Xi) (1.1)where Kh(u) = h 1K(u=h). The kernel K is a symmetric probability density, h > 0 is the bandwidth.Very often, when the true density has sharp features such as high skewness or kurtosis, the KDEusing a global bandwidth either obscures these important features or creates extra features as shownin Figure 1. The data consists of the numbers of international adoption visas granted to U.S. residentsby the Immigration and Naturalization Service in 1991, by the country of origin of the adoptee. Onlycountries with nonzero values are included, see Chatterjee, Handcock, and Simono (1995), page 287.Figure 1 shows that the kernel estimates with smaller bandwidth (i.e., 15hSJ ) captures the peak onthe left, yet is too wiggly; the one with larger bandwidth (i.e., 5hSJ) is smooth, yet smooths away thepeak; the one using the Sheather-Jones automatic bandwidth (hSJ ) is an attempt to balance the needsto capture the peak and to remain smooth. In the sense of overall performance, the Sheather-Jonesbandwidth is a very popular global bandwidth, but no global bandwidth can produce a satisfactorydensity estimate for the Adoption Visa data.We have developed an algorithm that transforms a dataset rst and then uses the Sheather-Jonesbandwidth to estimate the density of the transformed data set. That density estimate is then back-transformed to the original scale to estimate the original density. This can be iterated any number oftimes. We nd transforming the data twice yields an estimate much superior to the estimate withouttransformation, and in most cases, little improvement is achieved after two transformation steps. Sohere we study the estimates obtained by transforming the original data once and twice. Figure 2illustrates the improvements thus obtained.Figure 2 shows these two estimates overlaid with the estimate not using transformation withbandwidth hSJ from Figure 1. The data set used is the same Adoption Visa data. The Transformedestimate is better than the Untransformed in overall smoothness and capturing the left peak. Similarly,the Transformed Twice estimate is better than the Transformed estimate in both respects.The Transformed estimate works like a variable bandwidth estimate: it estimates the density atthe left peak as if using a small global bandwidth (e.g., 15hSJ ), while using a large global bandwidth(e.g., 5hSJ ) toward the right tail. The Transformed Twice method does the same thing, only theeect is stronger. The advantage of using transformation is that it still allows the use of a global2
bandwidth, albeit on a transformed scale. The dierent amount of smoothing needed at dierentlocations is absorbed in the transformation, making it possible to use a global bandwidth eectively.This is important since much is known about global bandwidth choice [see Jones, Marron and Sheather(1992)], but not for local choice. For references on the transformation method, see Devroye and Gyor(1985), Silverman (1986). Related recent works include: Wand, Marron and Ruppert (1991), Park,Chung and Seog (1992), Ruppert and Wand (1992), Ruppert and Cline (1994), Yang (1995b), and thedissertation of Yang (1995a).In Section 2 we present the setting of transformation in density estimation, examine its functionalanalysis, and introduce a data-driven method for implementation. In particular, the use of JohnsonFamily is discussed. We then show that the method is sensitive enough to select the best family oftransformations for a given density. In Section 3 we give two real data examples. In Section 4 we presentkey simulation results. In Section 5, we give a sucient condition for an eective transformation andalso prove that the Johnson Family of transformations can improve the estimation of all density shapesthat are C3(R) (we use the notation Ck(R) for the space of functions with continuous k-th derivativeon R.) and rapidly decreasing. Our conclusions are contained in Section 6 and technical proofs are inthe Appendix. 2. THE THEORY AND METHODWand, Marron and Ruppert (1991) proposed selection of a transformation from a parametricfamily fgg, where  2 , is an interval of nite dimension. Each g is a transformation well-denedon S(fX), the support of fX , and each transforms the density fX to a densityfY (y; ) = fXfg 1 (y)g(g 1 )0(y). (2.2)From the family ffY (y; )g of densities, one for each value of the parameter , we would select the oneeasiest to estimate with a global bandwidth. Suppose that it is fY (y; 0). We need a functional G()of density functions such that fY (; 0) has the least G()-values among the fY (y; )'s. This functionalG() measures the diculty of estimation with a global bandwidth. It should be scale-invariant sinceevery density remains as easy to estimate under rescaling. Two such functionals were considered inWand and Devroye (1993), each measures how well the kernel estimator converges to the true densityin the L2 and L1 norms respectively. We use the one for L2-theory, for convenience of obtainingasymptotic results and implementing the algorithm. We now describe this functional in context.3
The mean integrated squared error (MISE) of estimating fX with the kernel estimator bfX in (1.1)is MISE(h) = E Z n bfX(x)  fX(x)o2 dx. (2.3)As n!1, h! 0, and nh!1, if fX has a uniformly continuous second derivative, we haveMISE(h) = AMISE(h) + o( 1nh + h4),where AMISE(h) = R(K)nh + 144Kh4R(f 00X) (2.4)is the asymptotic mean integrated squared error which is approximately the same as MISE, withR( ) = R ( )2 for any function  and 2K = R x2K(x)dx [Jones, Marron and Sheather (1992)]. TheAMISE is minimized by the following asymptotically optimal bandwidthh =  R(K)4KR(f 00X)! 15 n  15 . (2.5)Plugging this h back into (2.4), we haveinfh>0 AMISE(h) = C(K)n 4=5R(f 00X) 15 = C(K)n 4=5 Z [f 00X(x)]2dx1=5 , (2.6)where C(K) is a constant depending on K only. It is clear from (2.6) that when C(K) is xed, smallervalues of R(f 00X) yields smaller L2 errors of estimating fX with bfX . Therefore, it is \easier" to estimatefX when R(f 00X) is smaller. Another way of looking at this is from the fact that the global asymptoticoptimal bandwidth h in (2.5) is larger when R(f 00X) is smaller; in general a smaller optimal bandwidthis needed when the underlying density is wiggly. Finally, geometrically speaking, R(f 00X) is a globalmeasure of the curvature of the density, and less curvature makes estimation easier.Hence R(f 00X) is a functional measuring how easy it is to estimate fX . Since R([1cfX( c)]00) =1c5R(f 00X), a scale invariant version of R(f 00X) isG(fX) = (fX)(R(f 00X))1=5 = fX (R(f 00X))1=5, (2.7)where 2fX = (fX)2 is the variance of the distribution whose density is fX . One can verify that G(fX)is invariant under rescaling. The smaller G(fX) is, the larger the scale free optimal bandwidth h is,thus the easier the estimation.Terrell (1990) proved the following general result:4
Among those Ck(R) densities dened on the real line with specied variance 2, themember of the scale family of beta(k+ 2; k+2) has the smallest value of R (f (k))2, i.e., thedensity that achieves the minimum is a rescaling of the functionf(x) = (2k + 3)!22k+3((k+ 1)!)2(1  x2)k+11fjxj1gIf k = 2, Terrell's result says in particular that G() is minimized by beta(4; 4). The minimumis ( 35243)1=5  0:6787. The normal density is close to attaining this lower bound value (= ( 38p )1=5 0:733), and is similar to the beta(4; 4) in shape.Our transformation-kernel density estimation (TKDE) method attempts to reduce G() as muchas possible by transforming fX . The idea is to use G() as a kind of \oblique" functional to force thedensity toward the shape of the beta(4; 4) density. This raises the issue of whether fY (; 0) is easier toestimate than fX(). We assume that the left endpoint of  gives the identical transformation, that is,gmin()(x)  x. This means that  = min() corresponds to the untransformed density fX(), whichis thus included in the family of transformed densities ffY g2. We assume here that  is compact sothat an optimal parameter exists. Without loss of generality, we also assume that  is one dimensional.One can then further assume that  = [0; M ], .where M 2 (0; 1) and that g0(x)  x. If this is nottrue, we just do a linear reparametrization of ,   ! ( min())=2  (max() min()) to makeit true. Now if 0 > 0, then G(fY (; 0)) < G(fX()). That means transforming fX into fY (; 0)by g0() provides an easier estimation setting, which allows improved performance. If, on the otherhand, 0 = 0, then either no transformation, or transformation by a dierent family is needed.We now dene the following target function of  2 L() = G(fY (; )) = (fY (; ))(R(f 00Y (; )))1=5 (2.8)and set Yi = g(Xi), i = 1; 2; :::; n . Then Y1; :::; Yn are i.i.d. and each has the same density function fYgiven in (2.2). Since L() is minimized at 0, an approach to estimation of 0 is based on estimationof L().We estimate 0 with b; the minimizer ofbL() = bY () Z [ bf 00Y (y; b; )2]dy (2.9)where bY () is the standard deviation of Y1; :::; Yn,bf 00Y (y; b; ) = d2dy2 bfY (y; b; ) = 1=n nXj=1'(2)b (y   Yj),5
and ' denotes the Gaussian kernel, i.e., '(u) = 1p2e u22 with '(k)b (u) = b (k+1)'(k)(u=b). Here b isa pilot bandwidth used solely for b. Because  is compact and bL() is continuous in  [under somemild assumptions, see Section 2.1 of Yang (1995a)], b clearly exists. We do not need b to be unique.Once b is obtained, one also gets bh, an estimate of h, the optimal bandwidth as in (2.5), exceptthe underlying density is fY (; 0). This bh can be the Sheather-Jones plug-in bandwidth hSJ , thePark-Marron plug-in bandwidth hPM or other versions, as discussed in Jones, Marron and Sheather(1992). Then one gets the following estimate of fX(x)bfX(x; bh; b) = n 1 nXj=1 g0b(x)'bh[gb(x)  gb(Xj)]. (2.10)As in Wand, Marron and Ruppert (1991), the global performance of the estimator (2.10) is con-veniently assessed by the AMISE of bfY (; bh; b) which is an estimate ofAMISEY (h; 0) =infh>0 AMISEY (h; 0) = Cn 4=5L(0)1=5 = Cn 4=5min2 L()1=5 (2.11)which is consistent with our view here because both amount to minimizing the same function L().This approach leads to a big, computational advantage. The binning ideas of Scott and Terrell(1987), Fan and Marron (1994) are very straightforward to implement for bfY (; bh; b). One can binY1; :::; Yn and then estimate bfY (; h; ), which is simply a binned implementation of an ordinarykernel estimator. From bfY (; bh; b) to bfX(;bh; b) only takes the simple step of formula (2.10). Thecomputation of bfX(; bh; b) is thus as interactive as the ordinary kernel estimation method, except forthe steps needed to estimate 0 with b.To complete the description of the implementation procedure, we now give 2 data-driven band-widths b that can be used in the pilot estimator bL():1. The diagonals-out bandwidth of Park-Marron, which minimizes the asymptotic mean squarederror of estimating R f 002Y dy by 1n2 Pi6=j '(4)p2b(Yi   Yj)bPM = C1(fY )D1(')n  213 ;2. The diagonals-in bandwidth of Sheather-Jones, which minimizes the asymptotic mean squarederror of estimating R f 002Y dy by 1n2 Pni;j=1 '(4)p2b(Yi   Yj)bSJ = C2(fY )D2(')n  17 .6
The bSJ was used in computing the Sheather-Jones bandwidth, as bPM is used in computing thePark-Marron bandwidth. An account of bSJ , bPM , and the functionals C1(), C2(), D1(), and D2()is in Jones, Marron and Sheather (1992). The pilot bandwidth bPM was used in Wand, Marron andRuppert (1991). Since the Sheather-Jones bandwidth is preferred over the Park-Marron bandwidthin overall performance, we use bSJ instead of bPM in our simulation studies and applications.About the behavior of b as an estimator of 0, we know that under certain regularity conditionson fX , g() and the pilot bandwidth b, b converges consistently to 0. Also, b converges to 0 inprobability with asymptotic bias of order b2 and asymptotic variance of order 1=(n+ n2b9). For ouralgorithm that uses bSJ , b has bias of order n  27 and variance of order n  57 . Proofs of these resultsare in Chapter 6 of Yang (1995a).For the choice of transformation family, we dene explicitly the Johnson Familiesg1;(x) = 1cJ ln(1 + cJx), 0 <   M , (2.12)g2;(x) = 1c ln(cx+p1 + c2x2), 0 <   M , (2.13)g3;(x) = 12c ln [(1 + cx)=(1  cx)] , 0 <   M , (2.14)where J = 1, c = p=(1   p), gi;0(x)  x, for i = 1; 2; 3, and p  12 is a tuning constant whichis needed for smoothness of g;(x) as a function of , as can be seen in Theorem 5.2 and its proof.Another way of writing these is:g;(x) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>: ln(1 + cJx)=cJ 0 <   M ,  = 1,ln(cx+p1 + c2x2)=c 0 <   M ,  = 2,ln(1+cx1 cx)=2c 0 <   M ,  = 3,x  = 0,  = 1; 2; 3. (2.15)which is equivalent to pooling several families together by adding a discrete parameter ( here). Weuse c = p=(1   p) instead of  so that  lies entirely in [0; 1) yet c lies in the full interval [0;1).This is important since larger c means more drastic transformation. For Johnson Family, see Johnson(1949).To provide some intuition as to why we use these 3 families, we include in Figure 3 four pictures,each overlays six density curves that are the results of applying the inverse of one of the Johnson7
Families to the standard normal density, using equally spaced  values. The curve  = 0 is thestandard normal density.As  increases, the curve becomes more and more skewed under Johnson Family 1. This suggeststhat when a density fX has high skewness, an optimal transformation from the Johnson Family 1 willtransform it into a near normal shape. Note that J =  1 and 1 handles skewness of both orientations.Similarly, Johnson Family 2 deals with density shapes that are kurtotic, i.e., having large probabilitymass near the mean and in the tails. Johnson Family 3 deals with density shapes that have smallkurtosis, i.e., those having less probability mass in the center and in the tails. Later in Section 5, weshow that the Johnson Families are indeed able to improve the estimation of most density functions.Since there are three Johnson Families, we describe the TKDE method when several families areused at the same time. Suppose that we have m families of transformations fgjg, j = 1; 2; 3; :::;m,each with its own range of parameters j = [0; j;M], gj(x; 0)  x, for j = 1; 2; 3; :::; m. Suppose alsothat j = argmin2j Lj(), where Lj() is dened as in (2.8) and Lj = Lj(j), j = 1; 2; 3; :::;m. Letbj = argmin2j bLj(); j = 1; 2; 3; :::;m, where bLj() is dened as in (2.9). Let blj = bLj(bj) be thepilot estimator of L, j = 1; 2; :::;m. To decide which family is more suitable for transforming densityfX , we use the following rules.Family Selection Rules: Theoretical rule: use family j if Lj = minfLk, 1  k  mg, Data-driven rule: with a given sample, use family j if blj = minfblk, 1  k  mg.So theoretically, one chooses family j over family k if Lj < Lk. Here the convention is that whenthere are ties among the Lk's, one can order arbitrarily the tied families. The data-driven rule hasthe same convention about ties.Theorem 2.1P [(blj   blk)(Lj   Lk) < 0 for some 1  j; k  m; j 6= k]! 0, as n!1.Therefore, the probability of not selecting the family with lowest L value is asymptotically zero.This theorem guarantees that the Data-driven rule is asymptotically the same as the Theoreticalrule. The proof is based on the fact that blj ! Lj in probability, for j = 1; 2; :::;m, as n ! 1. For aproof, see Section 7.2 of Yang (1995a).The method we just nished describing in this section will be used throughout the rest of thepaper. 8
3. APPLICATIONSIn this section, we give two examples of real data, see Chapter 5 of Yang (1995a) for more. Werst analyze the Adoption Visa data in Section 1. Recall that L() = G(fY (; )) as dened in (2.8).Figure 4 shows that G() is reduced from about 1:81 to about 0:743. Most of the reduction happensin Step 1. Both steps were by Johnson Family 1 because the data is very skewed. Figure 5 showsthat the \Transformed Twice" estimate in the Z-space, has little curvature because G(fZ) has nearlyachieved the minimum of 0:68 as shown in the right side of Figure 5. There is little to be gained tofurther transform Z.The second dataset consists of the shooting percentages (percentages of shots taken that score) of105 National Hockey League players [National Hockey League (1992)].Figure 6 shows that the estimate without transformation missed the rst peaks (or created spuriouspeaks in the right tail, if a smaller bandwidth was used), while the estimates with transformation (onceor twice) were able to get exactly the three peaks and remain smooth in the tail. We were informedby personal communication from J. S. Simono that the three peaks correspond to three groups ofplayers at dierent levels of prociency.4. SIMULATION STUDYTo understand the eectiveness and the asymptotics of the transformation method, we present inthis section results of a simulation study on one normal mixture density, the Skewed M-shape densityshown in Figure 7. It is of the formfX(x) = kXj=1wj'j(x  j) = kXj=1wj 1p2j e  (x j )222j , (4.1)wherewT = (w1; w2; :::; wk) = 116 (1; 1; :::; 1; 8)19 , T = (1; 2; :::; k) =  1; 23 ; :::;237 ; 1!19 ,T = (1; 2; :::; k ) =  3 1  1; 3 23   1; :::; 3 237   1; 0!19 .The simulation results on four other normal mixtures: the M-shape, the Strongly Skewed, theStandard Normal, and the Kurtotic are not included here. The lessons of those are parallel to that ofthe Skewed M-shape [Chapter 4 of Yang (1995a)]. The normal mixtures comprise a very broad class.The Skewed M-shape and the M-shape are new additions to the fteen normal mixtures of Marron9
and Wand (1992), which included the other three mentioned above. Figure 7 shows the Skewed M-shape density (\True") together with estimates by three methods: the \Untransformed" refers tothe global Sheather-Jones bandwidth estimate; the \Transformed" refers to the estimate by applyingtransformation from X to Y with Johnson Family 1; the \Transformed Twice" refers to the estimateby applying transformation in two consecutive steps: from X to Y and then from Y to Z by JohnsonFamily 3.In Figure 7, the values \SSEU", \SSE1", \SSE2" are the sum of the squared errors of the\Untransformed", the \Transformed", and the \Transformed Twice" estimates, with respect to the\True" density. The number \NOBS" is the number of observations. Here we have applied the binnedimplementation with the number of bins = 401 [Fan and Marron (1994)]. The \+"'s represent 26 pointson the X scale that become equally spaced in the Y scale after transformation. We see that SSEU >SSE1> SSE2, which shows that the \Transformed" estimator is better than the \Untransformed"while the \Transformed Twice" is the best of all three.The theoretical G()-values of transformed densities under all three Johnson Families are plottedin Figure 8 (the parameters for all three families are adjusted to the same scale). It shows why theJohnson Family 1 is the family used to transform the Skewed M-shape Density because it reduces theG()-value the most: from about 5:6 to 1:4. This is because the Skewed M-shape Density is moreskewed than kurtotic compared to the beta(4, 4).Now we come back to the pseudo dataset used in Figure 7. We give here two pictures to showwhat happens in the transformed scales. Figure 7 and Figure 9 show how transformation by Family 1and then Family 3 were applied to the pseudo dataset successively. The skewness was corrected rstand then the kurtosis. Our algorithm was able to detect that skewness is the more dominant featurethan kurtosis and needs to be dealt with rst. Finally, Figure 10 shows how the reduction of G() inthe two transformation steps.To better understand the variability of our estimates across datasets, we generated 500 pseudodatasets from the Skewed M-Shape density, with sample sizes equal to 100, 1000, 10000, respectively,and applied transformationmethod to these 1500 datasets. The curves in Figure 11 are kernel estimatesof the densities of the G()-values (bottom row) and the log integrated squared errors (\log(ISE)")'s(top row). The values of \MLX", \MLY " and \MLZ" represent the means of the 500 G()-valuesthat correspond to the three methods: \Untransformed", \Transformed", and \Transformed Twice".We observe that the \Transformed" curve is always to the left of the \Untransformed" and tothe right of the \Transformed Twice", thus the G()-values become less after applying transformation.10
Both graphically and in terms of \MLX", \MLY " and \MLZ", the dierence between the \Untrans-formed" and the \Transformed" is greater than that between the \Transformed" and \TransformedTwice". Thus most of the reduction of G() happens in transformation step one. The conclusion forthe log(ISE)'s is similar: a huge improvement from \Untransformed" to \Transformed" and a smalleryet non-negligible improvement from \Transformed" to \Transformed Twice".We use Table 1 to show how often the right transformation family is selected. The JohnsonFamily 1 was selected in Step 1 with relative frequencies of 107=500 = 0:214, 440=500 = 0:88, and500=500 = 1. In Step 2, the relative frequencies of selecting the Johnson Family 3 are: 347=500 = 0:694,440=500 = 0:88, and 500=500 = 1. This table shows that the probability of selecting the right familytends to 1 rather rapidly. In Step 1 In Step 2NOBS = 100 1000 10000FAMILY 1 107 440 500FAMILY 2 15 0 0FAMILY 3 378 60 0 NOBS = 100 1000 10000FAMILY 1 149 60 0FAMILY 2 4 0 0FAMILY 3 347 440 500Table 1: The Skewed M-shape Density, the frequenciesFigure 12 displays kernel density estimates of those b-values when the right transformation familiesare used. It shows that b converges rapidly as the sample size goes from 100 to 1000 to 10000.5. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF JOHNSON FAMILIESIn this section, we give results that for any density f satisfying certain rather mild conditions,G(f) can be reduced by applying at least one of the three Johnson Families.To conform to the notation of Johnson Families in Section 2, we use  instead of  for the parameter.Recall from Section 2 that G(fX) = (fX)(R(f 00X))1=5 = fX (R(f 00X))1=5is the functional to be minimized through transformation. The univariate function to be minimized isL() = R f 00Y (y)2dy = G(fY )5, where Y = g(X). Denote the minimizer by 0. Now the parametersare in = [0; M ], where M 2 (0; 1), g0(x)  x, and L(0) = G(fX)5. A sucient condition for fgg11
to reduce G(f) is that L0(0) < 0, which implies that there is a small enough  such that L() < L(0),thus L(0)  L() < L(0). To simplify notation, we use in this sectionL() = 10Y R(f 00Y )2 = G(fY )10 = Z g(x)2fX(x)dx  (Z g(x)fX(x)dx)25 (Z f 00Y (y)2dy)2,which is equivalent to the previous denition of L. We assume the following: A1. that g is jointly C3 for x 2 S(fX) and  2 ; A2. that fY 2 S3(R), the space of third order rapidly decreasing functions, for every  2 .This means that fY is C3 and that for any k = 1; 2; 3; ::: and l = 0; 1; 2; 3, limjyj!1 jyjk f (l)Y (y) = 0; A3. that X = R xfX(x)dx = 0.Assumption A1 is satised by the Johnson Families. Assumption A2 is satised by densities suchas normal mixture and exponential. Assumption A3 is just for convenience, if it is not satised, atranslation of fX can achieve it.Theorem 5.1 Under assumptions A1, A2, and A3,L0(0) = 28XR(f 00X)f5R(f 00) Z x ddg(x)j=0fX(x)dx+ 22X Z f 00X(x)[f (3)X (x)x+3f (2)X (x) ddg 1 (x) + 3f 0X(x) dd(g 1 )00(x) + fX(x) dd(g 1 )000(x)]j=0dxg,that is,L0(0) = 28XR(f 00X)f5 Z x ddg(x)j=0fX(x)dx Z f 00(x)2dx+ 2 Z x2fX(x)dx Z f 00X(x)[f (3)X (x)x+3f (2)X (x) ddg 1 (x) + 3f 0X(x) dd(g 1 )00(x) + fX(x) dd(g 1 )000(x)]j=0dxg.Theorem 5.2 Under assumptions A1, A2, and A3, deneA(fX) =  538XR(f 00X)fZ x4fXR(f 00X)  32X [Z x2(f 00X)2   2 Z (f 0X)2]g=  538XR(f 00X)fZ x4fX(x)dx Z (f 00X(x))2dx  3 Z x2fX(x)dx[Z x2(f 00X(x))2dx  2 Z (f 0X(x))2dx]gand B(fX ; J) =  J 528XR(f 00X)fZ x3fXR(f 00X)  22X Z x(f 00X)2g=  J 528XR(f 00X)fZ x3fX(x)dx Z (f 00X(x))2dx  2 Z x2fX(x)dx Z x(f 00X(x))2dxg12
(1) Let p = 1, if J = 1 and S(fX) is bounded from below, or if J =  1 and S(fX) is bounded fromabove, then for family fg1g, L0(0) = B(fX ; J) =  B(fX ; J)(2) Let p = 12, for family fg2g, L0(0) = A(fX)(3) Let p = 12, if S(fX) is bounded, then for family fg3g,L0(0) =  2A(fX)Thus if S(fX) is bounded and A(fX)2 +B(fX ; 1)2 > 0, then at least one family out of fg1g(with bothoptions of J available), fg2g and fg3g can reduce the value of 10XR(f 00X)2.Note that A(fX)2+B(fX ; 1)2 = 0 happens very rarely because it requires both A(fX) and B(fX ; 1)to be 0. Theorem 5.2 guarantees that every compactly supported and third order smooth density fXcan be made easier to estimate by one of the Johnson Families. As for innitely supported densities,their truncation can be used. We have the following generalized version of Theorem 5.2,Theorem 5.3 Under assumptions A1, A2, and A3, and A(fX)2+B(fX ; 1)2 > 0, there exist constantsdepending on fX , R0 > 0,  > 0, and a certain Johnson Family fg;gsuch that for every R > R0, if wedenote by (fX)R the truncation of fX to the interval [ R;R], and by (fY )R the optimally transformeddensity from (fX)R by fg;g, then the following is true,jG(fX)  G((fX)R)j < 2 and G((fY )R) < G((fX)R)  ,therefore G((fY )R) < G(fX)  2 .This result provides a theoretical basis for applying all three Johnson Families to innitely sup-ported densities.As an example, consider densities beta (k; k), k  5. It is easily shown that their B()'s are 0. Adirect calculation shows that their A()'s are all < 0, therefore Johnson Family 3 is able to improvetheir kernel estimation. This is consistent with the fact that Family 3 reduces the kurtosis as shown inFigure 3 : As a density with high k is transformed to a shape close to the optimal k = 4, its kurtosis(2k+12k+3) decreases as k decreases. A special case (k =1), i.e., the standard normal, has been a targetof our simulation work. 13
6. CONCLUSIONSIn view of the ndings on the simulated and real examples in this paper and Chapters 4 and 5 ofYang (1995a), we conclude that:1. One of the Johnson Families is suitable for transforming any given density as indicated byTheorem 5.2; as the sample size increases, our algorithm is able to select the right JohnsonFamily in most cases, as indicated by Theorem 2.1;2. the estimates of the optimal parameter 0 converge with satisfactory speed;3. the G()-values and the ISE's are reduced by each step of transformation, more in the rst stepthan the second, and in most cases little can be gained to transform more;4. the transformation is more eective on densities with sharp features; the eects are marginalotherwise yet there is some improvement.Based on these conclusions, we recommend the iterated transformation method for kernel densityestimation in most situations.We also want to point out that although in this paper we have used exclusively the JohnsonFamilies, any number of other families can be used simultaneously as well. In particular, it may bepossible to combine the power transformation family used in Wand, Marron and Ruppert (1991), thekurtosis reducing family used in Ruppert and Wand (1992), and a third family that increases kurtosis.In such a setting, Theorem 2.1 guarantees that the best family will be automatically selected for anydensity. Further investigation will be needed, however, to establish the analog of Theorem 5.2 in orderto show that such a union of families can eectively transform a wide range of density functions.APPENDIXWe give here the proofs of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2. Proof of Theorem 5.3 is straightforwardfrom Theorem 5.2, it is not included here.Proof of Theorem 5.1. This is rather straightforward. Note for  > 0 and Y = g(X),fY (y) = fX(g 1 (y))(g 1 )0(y)and thus ddf 00Y (y) = f 000X (g 1 (y)) ddg 1 (y)((g 1 )0(y))3 + 3f 00X(g 1 (y))((g 1 )0(y))2 dd(g 1 )0(y)14
+3f 00X(g 1 (y))(g 1 )00(y)(g 1 )0(y) dd(g 1 )(y) + 3f 0X(g 1 (y))(g 1 )00(y) dd(g 1 )0(y)+3f 0X(g 1 (y))(g 1 )0(y) dd (g 1 )00(y) + f 0X(g 1 (y))(g 1 )000(y) dd(g 1 )(y) + fX(g 1 (y)) dd(g 1 )000(y).When  = 0, we have g 1 (y)  y, (g 1 )0(y)  1, (g 1 )(k)(y)  0 for k > 1, thereforef 00Y (y)j=0 = f 00X(y)(1)3 + 3f 0X(y) 1 0 + fX(y) 0 = f 00X(y) (6.1)and similarlyddf 00Y (y)j=0 = f 000X (y) ddg 1 (y)+3f 00X(y) dd(g 1 )0(y)+3f 0X(y) dd(g 1 )00(y)+fX(y) dd(g 1 )000(y). (6.2)We therefore conclude from (6.1) and (6.2) thatdd j=0R(f 00Y ) = Z 2f 00X(x)(f 000X (x) ddg 1 (x) + 3f 00X(x) dd(g 1 )0(x)+3f 0X(x) dd(g 1 )00(x) + fX(x) dd(g 1 )000(x))j=0dx. (6.3)Now note also thatdd j=0(2Y ) = dd j=0Z y2fY (y)dy  (Z yfX(y)dy)2 = Z 2x ddg(x)j=0fX(x)dx, (6.4)because by assumption A3, X = 0. Now L() = 10Y R(f 00Y )2, sodd j=0L() = 58Y dd j=0(2Y )R(f 00Y )2 + 210Y dd j=0R(f 00Y )R(f 00Y ).Plugging in (6.3) and (6.4) directly completes the proof. Q. E. D.To prove Theorem 5.2, we need some preliminary results. As a convention, set p = p(1 p) inwhat follows. The next lemma is proved in Yang (1995a) [Lemma 7.1.2 on page 160].Lemma 6.1 For Johnson Family 1, g1;(x) = 1cJ ln(1 + cJx)(1)ddg1;(x) = 8>><>>>: p(xg01;(x)  g1;(x)), J2 x2,0, ddg 11;(x) = 8>><>>>: p(x(g 11;)0(x)  g 11;(x))  > 0,J2x2  = 0, p = 1,0  = 0, p > 1,(2)dd (g 11;)0(x) = 8>>><>>: px(g 11;)00(x),Jx,0, dd (g 11;)00(x) = 8>>><>>: p(x(g 11;)000(x) + (g 11;)00(x))  > 0,J  = 0, p = 1,0  = 0, p > 1,15
dd (g 11;)000(x) = 8>>><>>>: p(x(g 11;)0000(x) + 2(g 11;)000(x))  > 0,0  = 0, p = 1,0  = 0, p > 1.Proof of Theorem 5.2. We prove only (1) of the Theorem, the other parts are similar. Substitutefor the dd terms in the formula of Theorem 5.1 their respective expressions as found in Lemma 6.1,we have L0(0) = J28XR(f 00X)[ 52 Z x3fX(x)dx Z f 00(x)2dx+2 Z x2fX(x)dx Z (f 00X(x)f 000X (x)12x2 + 3f 00X(x)2x + 3f 0X(x)f 00X(x))dx],note that R 3f 0X(x)f 00X(x)dx = 32f 0X(x)2j+1 1 = 0 by the assumption A2 which makes limx!1 f 0X(x)2 = 0,and by the same token, integrating by parts givesZ (f 00X(x)f 000X (x)12x2dx = 12f 00X(x)212x2j+1 1 + Z 12( f 00X(x)2)xdx = Z 12( f 00X(x)2)xdx.Now a little reduction gives the result,L0(0) =  J 528XR(f 00X)fZ x3fXR(f 00X)  22X Z x(f 00X)2g = B(fX ; J),which proved (1) of the Theorem.Q. E. D.References1. Chatterjee, S., Handcock, M.S., and Simono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Figure 1: Untransformed Estimates, the Adoption Visa data
Figure 2: Transformation method estimates, the Adoption Visa data
Figure 3: The eects of Johnson families
Figure 4: The Adoption Visa data, the reduction of G()
Figure 5: The Adoption Visa data, in the Y and the Z-space
Figure 6: Transformation method estimates, the NHL Scores data
Figure 7: The Skewed M-shape density, comparison of three estimates
Figure 8: The Skewed M-shape density, theoretical G()-values
Figure 9: The Skewed M-shape density, in the Y and Z-space
Figure 10: The Skewed M-shape density,the reduction of G()
Figure 11: The Skewed M-shape density, G()-values and log(ISE)'s
Figure 12: The Skewed M-shape density, b
